RSPB SOARS INTO THE CLOUD WITH
REDWOOD RUNMYJOBS®
RSPB’s existing database struggled to handle the increase in supporter data. The database often crashed and required many
manual system updates to ensure it worked efficiently. RSPB now automates processes such as checking bank account details
against contact records and flagging larger donations so that they can be dealt with on a more personal level.

KEY POINTS
RSPB’s existing supporter database struggled to handle peaks inactivities and increasing volumes of data/queries.
RunMyJobs improved the teams’ efficiency, eliminated errors from the database and enhanced interactions with supporters.
Migration was handled by the Supporter Data Management team and took just 13 days.
The RSPB is on a pay-as-you-go contract, and can expand or scale back activities as required.

A GROWING CHARITY
Relying on donations, the charity continually
expands its supporter database. Around 3,000
contacts a week are added from multiple
sources including; face-to-face recruitment,
donations, and requests for information.
RSPB’s existing database of more than a million members
struggled to handle the increase in supporter data and
while there was some out-of-hours automation, the team

didn't know whether processes had run successfully until
the next working day. The database often crashed and
required many manual system updates to ensure it worked
efficiently – it was not intuitive or flexible.
Andrew Oldham, Supporter Data Manager, RSPB says;
“Our largest annual event, Big Garden Birdwatch engages
around 600,000 participants alone. At times like this we
struggled to manage and adapt to peaks in activity.”

A NEW APPROACH
The charity was looking to take advantage of the
benefits of a cloud-based solution. It wanted to
avoid the cost and hassle of managing its own
infrastructure, servers or maintenance, but
increase delivery speed.
The answer was Redwood’s RunMyJobs, cloud-based
process automation platform. The solution promised to

dramatically boost the efficiency of RSPB’s Supporter Data
Management team, eliminating errors from its database and
enhance the effectiveness of interactions with supporters.
RunMyJobs implementation was handled entirely by the
Support Data Management team, with no IT assistance,
and took just 13 days. All RSPB had to do was determine
the level of service required and then sign-up online.

FLYING HIGH
RSPB now automates processes such as checking bank account details against contact records and flagging
larger donations so that they can be dealt with on a more personal level. It also automates member services,
prompting fulfillment teams to send out membership packs, letters for direct debit requests, quarterly
magazines, and regular membership mail. Altogether, RunMyJobs
automates more than 100 different mission-critical processes every night,
dramatically increasing the office productivity of the RSPB team.
Andrew says, “We were looking at an average increase in data
handled of 7.75% per month. This has increased to an average of
49.15%, even reaching 83.62%. We wouldn’t have been able to
manage this efficiently without automation.
“We have saved at least 10 working days through the lack of
hardware failure alone – not to mention the time saved through
the increased efficiency of RunMyJobs.”
Also the team can now check the status of overnight and
weekend automation workload directly from their mobile
devices with the RunMyJobs Mobile app. This feature enables
a more professional approach to checking and monitoring
the after-hours workload, eliminating the need for timeconsuming and complicated remote access to servers.
If overnight automation encounters any issues, 99% of
these can be easily fixed remotely using the mobile app.
Importantly for a charitable organization, the cloud
pricing model meant that RSPB wasn’t tied into a long
contract, and could expand or scale back as required.
RSPB is now on a strategic mission to create a ‘single
customer view’, based on master data management
concepts. They expect RunMyJobs to be a critical part
of their environment to support this initiative.

“

RunMyJobs makes a massive difference to us, not
having to worry about hardware, infrastructure or
maintenance costs. And with RunMyJobs there
are no issues with security.
— Andrew Oldham, Supporter Data Manager, RSPB

For more information on RunMyJobs please visit www.redwood.com/runmyjobs

